
FOURTH GRADE ELA KNOWLEDGE-BASED UNITS

Theme Unit #6: Different Organisms Suggested Duration 3-4 weeks

GSE Standards

Priority Standards

ELAGSE4RI3 Explain events, procedures, ideas, or concepts in a historical, scientific, or technical text, including what happened and why, based on specific information in the text.

ELAGSE4RI4 Determine the meaning of general academic language and domain specific words or phrases in a text relevant to a grade 4 topic or subject area.

ELAGSE4RI8 Explain how an author uses reasons and evidence to support particular points in a text.

ELAGSE4RI9 Integrate information from two texts on the same topic in order to write or speak about the subject knowledgeably.
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Essential Questions

Literal—

What are the needs common among all living organisms?

What is the relationship between producers and
consumers?

Inferential—

What is the difference between extinct and endangered?

What is the difference between a habitat and an ecosystem?

How are different organisms within an ecosystem interdependent
upon one another?

Evaluative -

What would happen to the ecosystem if (a specific plant
or animal) was removed from (its habitat)?

Tier I Words (conversational) Tier II Words (transdisciplinary) Tier III Words (content-specific)

food, eat, all, none, some chain, web, producer, consumer, scarce, overabundant ecosystem, decomposer, extinct, keystone species

Science of Reading Strategies

Berger Framework for Comprehension: Template

Berger Framework with Iinstructional Notes

Morphology Strategy

Use the Getting to Root of It strategy from Florida Center for
Reading Research to break down and develop knowledge of the
connections inherent to key vocabulary from this unit, especially
those that include multiple affixes and roots--decomposer,
extinction.

Comprehension Strategy

Use the Background Check strategy from Florida Center
for Reading Research to encourage students to gather,
review, and remember a variety of terms and ideas
related to this unit.

Assessments

Formative Assessment(s):

Description:  It All Depends

Assign small groups a specific ecosystem to research using materials from this unit and additional reference materials. For their assigned ecosystem, students should prepare a food web
diagram and describe the relationship among the members of the food web.
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vcrKR719laEh0VKevGyLkEMFbBQn_yzcFcbPPgIq3Jc/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/16pbm6daCM7lGluAoRngQpfffu0lk-u1ffPOQSFhGigk/edit?usp=sharing
https://fcrr.org/sites/g/files/upcbnu2836/files/media/PDFs/student_center_activities/45_morphemic_elements/45_v015_getting_to_the_root_of_it.pdf
https://fcrr.org/student-center-activities/fourth-and-fifth-grade#sca9
https://fcrr.org/student-center-activities/fourth-and-fifth-grade#sca9
https://fcrr.org/sites/g/files/upcbnu2836/files/media/PDFs/student_center_activities/45_monitoring_for_understanding/45_c033_background_check.pdf
https://fcrr.org/student-center-activities/fourth-and-fifth-grade#sca9
https://fcrr.org/student-center-activities/fourth-and-fifth-grade#sca9


Standards:
ELAGSE4RI3 Explain events, procedures, ideas, or concepts in a historical, scientific, or technical text, including what happened and why, based on specific information in the text.
ELAGSE4RI9 Integrate information from two texts on the same topic in order to write or speak about the subject knowledgeably.

Summative Assessment(s):

Description: ReadWorks “Animals of the Tropical Rainforest”

Standards:
ELAGSE4RI1 Refer to details and examples in a text when explaining what the text says explicitly and when drawing inferences from the text.
ELAGSE4RI2 Determine the main idea of a text and explain how it is supported by key details; summarize the text.
ELAGSE4RI3 Explain events, procedures, ideas, or concepts in a historical, scientific, or technical text, including what happened and why, based on specific information in the text.
ELAGSE4RI4 Determine the meaning of general academic language and domain specific words or phrases in a text relevant to a grade 4 topic or subject area.
ELAGSE4RI8 Explain how an author uses reasons and evidence to support particular points in a text.

Writing Task and Rubric:

Description: What If?

1. Have students use the Food Web they completed and described as a Formative Assessment as well as any resources provided or generated during this unit to respond to the
following prompt: What might happen if one of the members of your food web became extinct? Would the other members be able to survive? If so, how? If not, why not?

2. Provide students with an Information Writing Checklist to guide their work and score final products using an Information Writing Rubric.
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rv2utY22u95tZ44eNq6dD3K2CnYXaAp5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KQ-tdCdILt7kmxww9hhWjkAktZ81H806/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Np1YjdGjynoVfLPyTamKqB4SI-UAh2yz/view?usp=sharing


Standards:
ELAGSE4W7: Conductshort research projectsthat build knowledge through investigation of different aspects of a topic
ELAGSE4RI1 Refer to details and examples in a text when explaining what the text says explicitly and when drawing inferences from the text.
ELAGSE4RI3 Explain events, procedures, ideas, or concepts in a historical, scientific, or technical text, including what happened and why, based on specific information in the text.
ELAGSE4RI9 Integrate information from two texts on the same topic in order to write or speak about the subject knowledgeably.

Objective or Content Learning Experiences Differentiation Consideration

Building Background Knowledge Through
The Berger Framework

Berger Framework: Understanding Ecosystems

Standards Based Text Activities - tasks should
require metacognitive strategies.  Process of
thinking and building knowledge is visible in
learning.

Use the Elementary Ecology Science Simulation from Vanderbilt University’s Program for
Talented Youth to have students design, analyze, and evaluate a working ecosystem based on
real-world criteria.

Performance Task - students should use both
written and verbal expression to complete
the task.

Compare and contrast the way students, astronauts, and gorillas get what they need to eat
and drink.

Recommended High Quality Complex Text By Lexile Band

Understanding Ecosystems - (This book can be found in Media Centers and at https://openlibrary.org/)
How Ecosystems Work - (This book can be found in Media Centers and at https://getepic.com)
Hey Diddle Diddle A Food Chain Tale - (This book can be found in Media Centers and at https://getepic.com)
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/12Xac2y6C6MIZRjiKHZC9j7FSYgkB_JUp3-m1M9xMtCM/edit?usp=sharing
https://pty.vanderbilt.edu/wp-content/uploads/sites/18/Elementary_Ecology_Lesson.pdf
https://www.youtube-nocookie.com/embed/tGoOa-pMpDM?list=PLiuUQ9asub3TmweK0ARjo4jLfvnVA4uP8&autoplay=1&iv_load_policy=3&loop=1&modestbranding=1&start=
https://www.yout-ube.com/watch?v=Nq2NPHgXAlI
https://openlibrary.org/
https://getepic.com
https://getepic.com

